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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Decorative Waterjet Marble Inlay Brass Mosaic Tile For Bathroom Wall

Short Description: Made of high-quality different marble mosaic chips

and brass, this tile not only adds a touch of elegance to your bathroom

walls but is also durable. This waterjet backsplash tile features a

beautiful combination of white marble and brass for a contrasting and

eye-catching appeal.

Model No.: WPM217

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

This Decorative Waterjet Marble Inlaid Brass Mosaic Tile for Bathroom Walls is a delicate and luxurious tile

choice for upgrading your bathroom space. This high-quality tile is crafted using water jet technology to

create intricate patterns and designs. Made of high-quality different marble mosaic chips and brass, this tile

not only adds a touch of elegance to your bathroom walls but is also durable. This waterjet backsplash tile

features a beautiful combination of white marble and brass for a contrasting and eye-catching appeal. The

water jet technology used ensures precision and accuracy in the design, with brass inlay in marble, making it a

perfect fit for any bathroom style from traditional to contemporary. Embed with Thessos Crystal Marble, Black

Marquina, Carrara White Marble, and brass dots, each stone mosaic tile is meticulously hand assembled

ensuring the highest level of craftsmanship and attention to detail. Featuring a sleek and sophisticated design,

this mosaic tile is a versatile addition to any bathroom wall. It can be used as an accent wall, creating a focal
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point that adds drama and visual interest. It’s unique patterns and color combinations make it ideal for those

who want to make a statement in their bathroom decor. Not only will this decorative mosaic tile enhance the

aesthetics of your bathroom, but it also has practical benefits. Marble and brass materials are both durable

and easy to maintain, ensuring long life and low maintenance. The waterproof properties of the material

make this tile suitable for areas exposed to moisture, such as bathrooms. It's also non-porous, stain-resistant

and easy to clean.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Decorative Waterjet Marble Inlay Brass Mosaic Tile For Bathroom Wall

Model No.: WPM217

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM217

Color: Mixed Colors

Marble Name: Nero Marquina Marble, Thassos Crystal Marble, Carrara White Marble

Model No.: WPM231

Color: White & Black & Gold

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal Marble, Nero Marquina Marble

Product Application

Decorative Waterjet Marble Inlaid Brass Mosaic Tile for Bathroom Wall is specially designed for bathroom wall

applications. Its elegant design and high-quality materials make it an excellent choice for a variety of bathroom styles and

themes as a decorative tile backsplash.

Here are some ways to use this tile: Feature Wall: Create a feature wall in your bathroom with this mosaic tile. Whether

behind a vanity, bathtub, or shower area, unique designs and color combinations add a touch of sophistication and

glamour.



Shower Wall: Install this tile on your shower wall to transform your shower area into a luxurious retreat. The waterproof

properties of tiles make them suitable for constant exposure to water and ensure their longevity.

Backsplash: Use this waterjet mosaic tile as a backsplash behind a sink or vanity area. The elegant design will enhance the

overall look of the bathroom and protect the walls from water splashes and stains.

Overall Wall Coverage: For an even more dramatic effect, cover an entire bathroom wall with this decorative mosaic tile. It

will create a cohesive and visually appealing space that exudes luxury and grandeur.

In conclusion, bathroom wall decor waterjet marble inlaid brass stone wall mosaic not only adds beauty to your bathroom

but also provide practical benefits. It is durable materials and beautiful design makes it a versatile choice for a variety of

bathroom applications, while its luxurious finish adds a touch of elegance to any space.

FAQ

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo of this Decorative Waterjet Marble Inlay Brass Mosaic Tile For

Bathroom Wall?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble, there are no two absolute

same pieces of the mosaic tiles, even the tiles as well, please be noted this.

Q: Can I get a piece of this waterjet marble mosaic tile? Is it free or not?

A: You need to pay for the mosaic stone sample, and free samples can be offered if our factory has current stock. The

delivery cost is not free paid as well.

Q: What is the packaging of the product?

A: Our mosaic stone packaging is paper boxes and fumigated wooden crates. Pallets and Polywood packaging are also

available. We support OEM packaging as well.

Q: What is your payment terms?

A: Our payment term is 30% of the amount as a deposit, 70% paid before the goods are delivered.


